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Notes on isomerism in organic chemistry pdf

Compounds with the same molecular formula but compounds with different physical and chemical properties due to different structures are known as isomers, and the feature itself is known as isomerism. (Greek, Isos= equals, meros= parts) For example - Ethanol - C2H5OH, molecular formula - C2H6O Methoxymethane - CH3-O-CH3, molecular formula - C2H6O Type isomerism has two types of
isomerism: Structural isomerism Stereo-isomerism 1) Structural isomerism due to different structures of this type isomers. It has the same molecular formula, but different structures mean isomers known as structural isomerism. For example - Butane (C4H10) - CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3 2-Methyl propane (C4H10) - Types of structural isomerism- Skeletal or chain isomerism:Such structural isomers are
caused by the skeleton of different chains or carbon atoms. For example- I) Pentane (C5H12) - It has three possible isomeria. These are- II) Hexane (C6H14) - they have 5 possible isomers. These are- Positional isomerism: Such types of isomers with the same functional group but different positions are known as positional isomers. For example- : Functional isomers:Such structural isomers depend on
different functional groups, for example- (I) possible isomers of the C2H6O molecular formula - C2H5OH (Ethanol) and CH3-O-CH3 (methamphetamine). Functional group -OH (Alcohol) (II) Molecular formulaC2H4O2 possible isomers - CH3COOH (ethananoic acid) and HCOOCH3 (methyl methanoate). The functional group is -COOH (cartoxic acid) and -COOR (ester group). (III) Molecular formula C3H6O
possible isomers- CH3-CO-CH3 (propanon) and CH3-CH2-CHO (propaneal), (IV) Molecular formula C3H8O have possible isomers- CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-OH (propanol) and CH3-O-CH2CH3 (methoxy ethane). Metamerism: This type of structural isomerism is caused by different groups of alkykils connected to the same functional group. It is also sometimes called positional isomerism. For example- i)
C2H5-O-C2H5 (Ethoxythylene), CH3-O-C3H7 (Methoxypropanen) ii) C2H5-CO-C2H5 (3- pentanone), CH3-CO-C3H7 (2- pentanone). Tautomerism: It is a special type of functional isomerism in which two functional isomers are dynamically balanced with each other. These isomers are known as tautomers, and the property itself is called tautomerism. For example- (i) Ethyl acetatetate is found in two forms
called keto and enol forms. 2) Stereo-isomers When isomers cause different arrangements of isomers in three-dimensional space of atoms or groups, the phenomenon is called stereoizomerism. Stereoisomers have the same structural formula, but differ in the arrangement of atoms or groups of atoms in a three-dimensional configuration. These two types- a) Geometric or cis-trans isomerism b) Optical
isomerism Reference: Adhikari, Rameshwar; Khanal, Santosh; Subba , Bimala; Adhikari, Santosh; Khatiwada, Shankar Pd. Universal Chemistry XI. Volume 1. Kathmandu: Oasis Publication, 2069. Chaudhary, Ganga Ram; Karna, Shila Kant Lal; Sharma, Singh, Sanjay; Gupta, Dipak Kumar. High Secondary Education Chemistry XI is a Textbook. 2. Ed. Kathmandu: Vidyarthi Pustak Bhandar, 2069 (2012).
The following discussion is a phenomenon shown by two or more organic compounds with the same molecular formula that the organic chemistry saurja DasGupta isomerism contributed to but different properties due to the difference in the regulation of atoms along the carbon skeleton (structural isomerism) or in space (Stereo isomerism). The graph summarizes the types of isomerism, and we will discuss
only structural isomerism in more detail. Figure 1. Isolating Chain Isomerism Occurs when carbon atoms are connected to the main chain in different ways. For example: Figure 2. Pentane chain isomers Position Isomerism Occurs when functional groups are added to different positions in a carbon chain. For example: Figure 3. Position isomerism Functional Isomerism It is a very interesting form of
isomerism, which is different due to the different arrangements of atoms that go to different functional groups of compounds. Since functional groups are usually the reactive center of a molecule, this causes completely different properties. For example: Figure 4. Functional isomerism This form of isomerism is rare and is limited to molecules that have a divalent atoma around it, such as O or S and alkyl
groups. The main examples come ethers and thioethers. Figure 5. Metamerism Tautomerism This isomerism is caused by spontaneous introsection of two isomeric forms with different functional groups. The prerequisite for this is that c=O, C==N, or N=O are present in the usual situations and are an alpha H atom. The most usual 'keto-enol' can be tautomerism, but others such as nitro-aci and amine-imine
forms. Figure 6. Tautomerism in general is more stable than the Keto form. Enols are formed from ketones with acid or base catalysis and are widely used to make C-C single bonds in organic synthesis. Ring-Chain isomerism is an isomer open chain molecule and another cyclical molecule here. Figure 7. Ring-chain isomerism Propene is an alkene and a cyclopropan alkan, two different classes of
compounds. Isomerism is a phenomenon of exhibiting two or more compounds with the same molecular formula attachment but different physical and chemical properties. Isomers are compounds that show different physical and chemical properties, but they have the same molecular formula. Isomerism in organic compounds can be classified as broad: Structural isomerism or constitutional isomerism
occurs when atoms in a molecule are arranged in different order. Structural isomers have the same molecular formula but different structural formulas. Structural isomers usually show different physical and chemical properties. Structural isomerism is further separated: chain isomerism occurs due to different regulations of carbon atoms, which lead to linear and branched chains. Chain isomers have the
same molecular formula but have different types I mean, linear and branched. Chain isomers have almost similar chemical properties but different physical properties. For example, branched chain isomers have lower boiling points than their linear response. Because linear ones have more contact surface area and therefore the molecular gravitational forces are maximum. For example, two chainomeri,
C4H12, which are possible with molecular formula. that is, n-butane: a linear chain isomer. isobutane (or 2-methylpropan): positional isomerism occurs due to the different positions of branched isomer side chains, substitutions, functional groups, double bonds, triple ligaments, etc. For example, 1) Propyl chloride and isopropyl chloride are positional isomers with its molecular formula C3H7Cl. These
isomers occur due to the difference in the position of the chloro group on the main chain. 2) The following positional isomers are i.e., but-1-ene and but-2-ene differ in double position but have the same molecular formula, C4H8. 3) Functional group- OH is in different positions in the main chain of alcohols below. They have the same molecular formula, C3H7OH. 4) The relative positions of the methyl groups
in the benzene ring in the following positional isomers, i.e. ortho csylene, meta-cystylene and paraxylene, are due to the presence of different functional isomerism different functional groups. Functional isomers have the same molecular formula, but they have different functional groups. Functional isomers show different physical as well as chemical properties. For example, 1) Dimethyl meat is the functional
isomeria of ethyl alcohol. Both have the same molecular formula, C2H6O. But they can get different functional groups. 2) Acetaldehyde is a functional acetone isomeria. They have the same molecular formula, C3H6O, but different functional groups. Acetaldehyde aldehyde includes the functional group -CHO, while acetone contains ketone, &gt;C=O functional group. 3) Both Acetic acid and methyl format
are functional isomers. They have the same molecular formula, C2H4O2. A carboxic acid, which is acetic acid -COOH group, is an ester with methyl formatise -COOCH3 group. Metamerism occurs when different groups of alkykils are connected to the same functional group. For example, 1) The following metamers contain the ether functional group. However, they differ in nature from the alky groups
attached to the oxygen atom. 2) Metamerism is also possible in amines as shown below. Tautomerism expresses the dynamic balance between two compounds with the same molecular formula. It is also called desmotropism or cryptotropism or prototropy or allelotropism. It is usually a special example of functional group isomerism. In general, tautomers have different functional groups and are dynamically
balanced with each other due to a rapid transformation from one form to another. It is very important to point out that tautomers do not have the same resonance structures. 1) Keto-enol tautomerism: Carbonyl compounds containing at least one α-hydrogen atom exhibit keto-enol tautomerism. The carbonyl group can be converted α form due to the transfer of hydrogen-hydrogen to oxygen atoms. Note: An
alcoholic group on C=C is called enol. It's an alkene alcohol. The % composition of the keto enol tautomeric mixture depends on the relative stability of these two formes. In general, the keto form is a low energy form and is more stable than enol form. However, the enol form is also stable in some cases due to other stability factors. The dynamic balance between the keto form and the enol form exhibited by
acetone is shown below. Tautomers are formed by the complete transfer of hydrogen. But the relatively stable keto form has a higher percentage (99%). But the enol form is notablely stable in the case of 1.3- dikarbonyl compounds such as acetic ester (ethyl acetone acetic ester), as described below. The enol form is more stable than the keto form in the case of phenols due to aromatic ring resonance
stabilization. 2) Nitro-aci tautomerism: At least one α nitro compounds containing hydrogen-hydrogen. In this case, the hydrogen atom is completely transferred from one atom to another during the conversion of the nitro form into a form of aci. For example, nitro-aci tautomerism exhibited by nitrometane is shown below. Below.
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